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1. Key Points 
 
 Barclays welcomes the opportunity to present its views to the European 

Commission on the report of the High Level Expert Group (HLEG) on reforming the 
structure of the EU banking sector.  
 

 We welcome the reports acknowledgement that the resilience of banks has been 
significantly enhanced since the crisis via successive capital and liquidity 
requirements reforms and will continue to be enhanced as the fundamental review 
of the trading book by the Basel Committee reaches its conclusion and CRD IV is 
implemented. 

 
 We also welcome the group’s recognition of the value of the long-standing 

universal banking model in Europe and the value of preserving the opportunity for 
some institutions to choose to provide a wide range of financial services to 
customers through such a model. However, we also recognise that any business 
model must be subject to the full force of competition – there must not be any 
unnatural benefit provided to certain models. We believe that efforts to improve the 
resolvability of institutions and ensure any losses that are incurred when an 
institution fails are placed on a bank’s equity and debt providers before any need 
for broader support are considered. 

 
 We agree with the group’s description of the key phases of the crisis. We would 

note that, in relation to wave’s four and five of the crisis, as described in the report, 
the European Union has embarked on an ambitious reform to create a banking 
union. Barclays is supportive of reforms that can contribute to the restoration of 
confidence in the euro area and believe that Banking Union is an extremely 
significant step in this direction. Focusing on ensuring a workable construct for 
banking union that delivers robust, high quality, supervision, should take 
precedence over additional reform measures.  

 
 In line with our comment above, we support the group’s assertion that the 

Commission’s proposed Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive is an essential part 
of the future regulatory structure. We believe that resolution remains the key issue 
and that further reforms are needed to achieve an effective regime to resolve banks 
in the event of failure. We agree with the report that it is vital that a bank, 
regardless of its size, can be recovered or resolved in a way that limits taxpayer 
liability for its losses. The aim must be to eliminate any taxpayer liability, real or 
perceived. 

 
 We believe that bail-in is a fundamental part of any resolution process. We disagree 

with the HLEG’s recommendation that a specific class of bail-in debt be created. 
We believe that to achieve the goal of eliminating any taxpayer liability, bail-in must 
be statutory and that investor clarity on bail-in can be achieved via the exclusion of 
certain debt classes from its scope. Further, we believe that the introduction of a 
specific class of bail-in, in addition to putting in place a statutory regime, will only 
serve to confuse the market. 

 



 

 
 

 Although not taken up in the final text of recommendation 1, we have significant 
concerns about the comment on page 98 of the HLEG report that an integrated 
banking group would have to be structured by way of a holding company directly 
owning both trading entities and other banking entities. We believe there to be no 
inherent benefit in prescribing the overall legal entity structure – this neither adds 
to nor takes away from the “protections” that are intended by the separation 
proposed. The choice of corporate structure should be a matter left to be 
determined through the RRP process, as the relevant authorities are best placed to 
make the judgement on whether or not such a change enhances resolvability on a 
case-by-case basis. Imposing a structural bias through legislation will unnecessarily 
remove an important dimension of competition from the market. 
 

 Barclays view is that certain elements of ex-ante structural reform can be beneficial 
to resolution. The objectives of that separation must be specific and clear so that 
any subsequent design can be tested for appropriateness against those. There is a 
risk that structural reform may not improve, and may harm, the resilience and 
resolvability of banks by reducing their ability to manage risk effectively across their 
business divisions as a whole. Such unintended consequences should, of course, be 
avoided. 

 

 The report also signals that structural reform, ex separation, can play a role. We 
agree with the report’s conclusion that it is essential to ensure the operational 
continuity of a bank’s IT/payment system infrastructures in a crisis situation to 
ensure resolvability and operational continuity of critical functions. 

 
 We propose that this can be achieved via a structural reform known as operational 

subsidiarisation, which significantly enhances resolution authorities’ options during 
the resolution process, while at the same time maintaining the benefits of a shared 
service model across retail and wholesale banking activities. 

 
 Operational subsidiarisation is the process of transferring infrastructure to separate 

legal entity(ies), which is ex-ante funded (capital and liquidity) to survive the 
insolvency of the parent, as a means to ensure continuity of critical services and 
separability of financial assets and liabilities following resolution. To meet its 
primary objective, an operational subsidiary needs to remain a “going concern” 
irrespective of the failure of its parent 

 
 The HLEG has taken the approach of recommending the mandatory separation of 

proprietary trading activities and all assets or derivative positions incurred in the 
process of market-making must be assigned to a separate legal entity (“trading 
entity”) which can be an investment firm or a bank within the banking group.  

 
 We believe that the structural recommendation made by the HLEG could be, in 

principle, consistent with the approach that has been proposed in the United 
Kingdom, and we welcome the HLEG’s stated intention that the two approaches 
are “fully compatible”. 

 
 The detail of how these approaches are pursued in practice will be crucially 

important in determining whether or not they are in fact compatible; Barclays does 



 

 
 

not presume that they will necessarily be. Compatibility will in practice rest on 
decisions made in the two different regimes about how to treat the businesses in 
between the elements whose treatment are prescribed by either the Vickers or 
HLEG approaches. The implementation of a ring fence for retail activities and a 
separate ring fence for trading assets could, if not very carefully crafted during any 
legislative process, in effect mandate three entities where originally there was one – 
the retail, the trading, and then the aspects of the business that lie in between. 
 

 In his speech to the Centre of European Policy Studies in Brussels, Governor 
Liikanen specified that all banking activities except only the supply of retail 
payment services and the provision of insured deposits could be provided within 
the trading entity. We believe that the rules should be drafted in such a way as to 
allow banks flexibility on how they provide payment services across banking 
groups, whilst at the same timing meeting the overall policy objectives as set out in 
HLEG report. 

 
 We are concerned that the HLEG’s proposals disproportionately target larger firms, 

with separation being based on a bank’s assets held for trading and available for 
sale. The HLEG proposals, as we currently understand them, would apply to very 
few banks in the EU, ignoring smaller banks, many of the type that caused 
instability in the last crisis. 

 
 We are also concerned that, while the HLEG tried to take into account the lessons 

of structural reforms in jurisdictions that are experimenting with it, it has not fully 
recognised the realities of international competition. Many regions of the world are 
not putting structural limits on their banks. Where international banks are active in 
Europe, they are unlikely to breach the thresholds found in the high level group 
report.  
 

 The key principles that should guide any reform process should be: 
competitiveness of the European banking sector; the efficiency and integrity of the 
internal market; and the elimination of any taxpayer support for the industry 
(whether real or perceived). 

 
  



 

 
 

2. Mandatory separation of proprietary trading activities and other significant 
trading activities 

 
Universal banking  
 
 Universal banks have evolved in response to the product and service requirements 

of those they serve. They have diverse client and customer bases which have 
diverse banking and financial services requirements. Broadly speaking, larger 
businesses tend to need the broader and more sophisticated banking services that 
universal banks typically provide, but they have customers across the economy. 
 

 There is no single model of universal bank. The term “universal bank” is neither a 
formal nor an objective description, and the banks that are sometimes labelled as 
universal banks span a diverse set of activities and sectors, reflecting the different 
types of customer they serve 
 

 While there is no one model of universal bank, their common feature is that they 
combine some amount of retail deposit-taking with wholesale activities, including 
investment banking, which is true for most deposit-taking banks to a greater or 
lesser extent. They also tend to be large and international. 

 
 Well-run universal banks provide a range of benefits for their customers and for 

society as a whole. 
 

 Well-run universal banks are able to realise synergies from their business model. 
For example, the flexible way in which they can manage their balance sheet and 
use debt create capital and funding synergies, which permit more expansive 
lending activity. 

 
 As a result, well-run universals are able to achieve financial efficiencies which can 

be passed on to their customers. Universal banks are typically large institutions, 
given the wide range of products provided and customers served, and this means 
that major fixed costs (e.g., technology, corporate centre costs) can be allocated 
over a larger revenue base, allowing well-run universal banks to achieve economies 
of scale.  

 
 In addition to fulfilling the needs of customers, well-run universal banks benefit the 

stability of the financial system and the economy, which are indirect contributions 
to society. Well-run universal banks provide a more stable structure than narrower 
retail and investment banks. The financial crisis illustrated that where problems 
occurred they tended to be with either standalone retail or investment banks. 

 
 Many potential causes for this differentiation have been suggested in the analysis 

of the crisis. If stability is the problem to be addressed (and it is), it is clear that 
narrow banking is not the solution. A close look at the banks that have failed 
reveals that there was no single reason for their failure. The wide range of reasons 
include: 

 
o Short-comings in risk management culture, processes and systems; 



 

 
 

o Business model and, therefore, risk concentration; 
o An inappropriate funding model (typically because of an over-reliance on 

wholesale funds, especially short-term wholesale funds); and 
o Regulatory failure. 
 

 Well-run universal banks typically have a more diverse (and, therefore, stable) 
funding base. They typically fund their customer activities through the collection of 
deposits and wholesale issuance. As a result, they enjoy more confidence in a crisis 
from wholesale markets and depositors alike. They also tend to have better capital 
raising capacity than narrow banks. They have a more diverse array of recovery 
options. And the markets typically view well-run universals as more stable, and 
their traded equity usually has a lower beta, so the demand for their equity is 
generally higher than for more narrow banks. 

 
 Additionally, well-run universal banks will generally have a more diverse customer 

base, offering security against a loss of demand or increased levels of default 
originating in a particular segment of the economy 

 
 This greater stability is manifested in lower historical probability of default. Looking 

at the top 100 financial institutions over the period 1989 to 2008, universal banks 
had a 0.9 per cent failure rate. This compares to a failure rate of 1.2 per cent for 
stand-alone retail banks and 3.6 per cent for stand-alone investment banks, as 
Figure 1 below illustrates. It is important to note that the failure rate of universal 
banks is lower than that of either of the other business models, which is direct 
evidence of the diversification benefit the model accrues. It is also important to 
note that there are systemically important institutions in each of these broad 
business model categories. 
 

Figure 1: Business model PDs1 implied by bank failures among top 100 financial 
institutions2, 1989-2008 
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Source: Forbes, The Banker, Oliver Wyman analysis
1. PD = (# of failed banks in a category over 20yrs)/(total # of observations of banks in that category in top 100 over 20yrs)
2. Top 100 ranking based on asset size, from the Forbes’ Global 2000 for the 2005-2008 period (Institution categories included: ‘Banking’ and ‘Diversified Financials’) and on 
The Banker for the years 1989, 1993, 1996-2002, 2003 and 2004
3.“Other specialists” include other specialist financial institutions, e.g. Insurers, Public sector financers, Real Estate financers. AIG, HypoRealEstate, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac 
and Depfa were failures within this category

3

Overall PD ~1.7%



 

 
 

 
 Some commentators have implied that universal banks are simply a vehicle created 

to exploit an implicit government guarantee. This logic suggests that, since these 
institutions are too-big-to-fail, they enjoy lower funding costs and are, therefore, 
able to grow even bigger because of this market distortion. 

 
 We find no evidence of any particular guarantee that provides unique benefit to 

large banks generally or universal banks in particular, and we discuss the issue in 
detail in Annex 1. 

 
 The HLEG’s report itself acknowledges that, where effective Recovery and 

Resolution Plans are in place, the Credit Rating assigned to the banking group is 
adjusted to reflect the lack of any implicit support. The key to addressing any issue 
must, therefore, be to ensure that any institution, including a universal bank, is fully 
resolvable and that any losses arising from the failure of an institution are borne by 
equity and debt providers of that institution, not taxpayers. 

 
Size 
 
 The HLEG seems to regard bank size as a key issue alongside resolvability. 

However, the threshold proposals for bank inclusion are vague, with little clarity as 
to how the second threshold, in particular, would be interpreted and implemented. 
 

 The proposals disproportionately target larger firms with separation based on a 
bank’s assets held for trading and available for sale. The proposals would apply to 
only c10 banks in the EU, or 16 if the lower end of the threshold range was applied, 
ignoring smaller banks and the fact that these banks were the ones that caused the 
instability in the last crisis (not universal banks).  
 

 An important lesson from this and previous financial crises is that smaller, less 
resilient institutions, without the stability and diversification that comes with scale, 
can very easily be compromised in large numbers by the impact of a shock, 
especially because they tend to expose themselves to similar risk creating 
significant concentration, but spread across multiple institutions. In such instances, 
they become a mechanism of crisis transfer, and an early and public sign of bank 
failure, further worsening a loss of confidence. 
 

 We see a number of issues with the perception that bank size must be addressed 
and the associated structural reform remedy. These concerns cover the cohesion of 
the Single Market for financial services in the EU and the competitiveness of EU 
players globally. 
 

 The report notes that in the period preceding the financial crisis, ‘financial 
integration occurred at a very rapid pace, spurring large credit and other capital 
flows between countries. European banks grew their international business 
particularly quickly, aided by the single market in the EU and, within the euro area, 
the common currency’. Since the crisis, however, the dominant themes in the 
European banking sector have been deleveraging and an increasing balkanisation 
of the banking system, with cross-border flows drying up. Structural reform 



 

 
 

proposals risk accelerating these trends unnecessarily because they don’t explicitly 
anticipate where the current process will ultimately settle. 

 
 Universal banks are now a global phenomenon and a common model in most G8 

economies; however, it is worth noting that not all banks choose to pursue this 
model, which indicates something about the strength of impact any perceived 
implicit guarantee has on motivations to pursue this model rather than others. 

 
 The Report is silent on the impact of the reforms on non-EU headquartered banks. 

We can only infer that the HLEG believes that the structural reform proposals 
would only be applied to EU banks, with all of the competitive distortions that this 
would imply globally. If the HLEG believes otherwise, we think there is significant 
further detail to be considered before the proposals can be taken forward. 

 
 The report suggests that the reforms would be applied at group and subsidiary 

level. The European Commission should seriously consider the implications for the 
non-EU businesses of EU headquartered institutions should this approach be taken. 
We recognise, of course, that applying it only to the EU operations would also 
undermine the objectives of the Group’s proposals. 

 
 We also believe that the threshold should be revisited in this context, as we expect 

the subsidiaries of many foreign banks operating in Europe would not be caught on 
the basis of the thresholds proposed, which would leave a significant gap from the 
point of view of financial stability in the event of a future systemic crisis. 

 
 One rationale could be the widespread view, as noted in the Report, that European 

bank balance sheets appear large when compared to US banks, at least when 
measured in terms of total assets in relation to domestic GDP. As the Report goes 
on to say, however, any direct comparison of balance sheet size between EU and 
US banking groups is manifestly unreliable. That is partly due to accounting 
differences, as well as differences in capital treatment (the US still effectively 
operates on Basel I basis, whereas Europe is on a Basel II basis), leading to different 
risk-taking behaviours. Finally, US banks do not hold originated mortgages on their 
balance sheets because of the role of the US agencies, whereas mortgages 
represent a material part of European bank balance sheets. Finally, it is worth 
noting that asset-to-GDP ratios look much more similar between the largest EU 
and US banks when total assets are measured in relation to total EU GDP. 
 

 The issue of consistency is important. While there is no agreed list yet of European 
SIBs, the Financial Stability Board (FSB) and the Basel Committee on Banking 
Supervision (Basel Committee) have identified an initial group of global SIBs (G-
SIBs). 15 EU banks are considered G-SIBs, by virtue of their size, complexity, 
substitutability and degree of cross-country activity. There are separate global work 
streams in operation to look at what this means for the global financial system. 
 

Legal entity structure 
 

 To ensure full protection against intra-group contagion from the trading entity at 
the point of non-viability, one option discussed by the HLEG was that the (trading) 



 

 
 

entity should neither own nor be owned by an entity itself carrying out other 
banking activities. An integrated banking group would therefore have to be 
structured by way of a holding company owning both trading entities and other 
banking entities. 
 

 We cannot find any evidence in the Report supporting this approach, nor can we 
see any suggestion that it would have a positive impact on resolvability or financial 
stability.  

 
 We believe that it would be imprudent to force a structure on the banking system 

through legislation that can take no account of how the structures in place were 
arrived at. Comparisons with the US experience in this respect are spurious as they 
do not recognise that there is a structural bias in the US as a result of the repeal of 
Glass-Steagall and eventual “re-integration” of those businesses via a holding 
company structure. 
 

 Enforcing a so-called “sister structure” (meaning two separate subsidiaries of a 
holding company) provides no further protection for the activities of the “retail” 
bank, but will increase the cost of doing business for customers and clients. 
 

 We are concerned that the two entities will become structurally rigid thereby 
reducing a client’s benefits of the universal banking model. Equally, differing banks 
have differing business – and therefore risk – profiles. A one-size-fits-all approach 
would not adequately respond to each unique circumstance and could have the 
unintended consequence of limiting competition. 

 
 The same certainty with respect to resolvability can be achieved with other legal 

entity structures. A model where the two entities are vertically related (i.e., one is 
the subsidiary of the other) provides the same ability to resolve the systemically 
important ring-fenced activities if the need arises and does not cause costs for 
customers and clients to rise unnecessarily. 
 

Resolvability and Operational Subsidiarisation 
 

 The Report notes that some members preferred not to go down the mandatory 
structural separation route and expressed a preference for a combination of 
measures: imposing a non-risk-weighted capital buffer for trading activities and a 
separation of activities conditional on supervisory approval of a Recovery and 
Resolution Plan (RRP). As outlined in section 3 of this response, we regard RRP’s as 
an absolutely central aspect of the regulatory reform process and, along with bail-
in, the key to ending too big to fail. 
 

 Much public commentary has been focused on the merits of the universal bank 
business model. We would, however, urge the Commission to identify those 
dimensions of the operating model that impact the resolvability of a bank and 
analyse what tools are necessary to enable resolution along those dimensions.  
 

 We believe operational subsidiarisation provides a clear and effective means of 
ensuring the continuity of critical infrastructure, no matter what business model is 



 

 
 

in place. In our view, it is one of the very few changes to bank structures that 
directly aid effective resolution. This approach establishes separate, properly 
capitalised companies for the key functions, ensuring that the core services will 
remain solvent in the event of a failure. 
 

 In order to maintain confidence in the financial system, banks need to be able to 
immediately re-open critical services following resolution. This requires the 
operation of a bank’s infrastructure. Separation of the infrastructure necessary to 
perform those services is complex and time consuming when resolving a bank and 
trying to extract “good business(es)” into separate entity/other bank. Operational 
subsidiarisation functionally splits financial assets and liabilities from key 
infrastructure, allowing key functions to immediately re-open post-resolution. 
 

 There are several advantages to this approach: 
 

o It allows critical infrastructure to be immediately reopened following an 
event that causes resolution to be required. 

o Coupled with RRPs and a bail-in regime, preserves benefits of the universal 
banking model for customers during both normal and stressed times and 
strongly enhances resolvability in a way that preserves financial stability 
and confidence in the banking system. 

o Ensures continuity of services to customers by enabling easy switching of 
customers from Barclays (or any other bank) to any new entity. 

o Solution is neutral to the source of stress in the bank, i.e. protects the 
critical operations of the bank from significant losses in any specific part of 
the balance sheet so that the rest of the bank’s operations, assets and 
liabilities can be managed in a normal fashion. In particular, it focuses on 
payment services infrastructure, which is vital to continuity of service in 
stress.  

o Solution is neutral to the possible ways the economic functions currently 
provided by Barclays (or any other bank) could be separated, providing 
greater flexibility to the authorities. 

o Gives assurances to the authorities to communicate to stakeholders that 
the key services to support critical economic functions can continue post 
resolution. 

 
 We would encourage the Commission to consider these existing resolution tools, 

all of which have already been proposed in one form or another, when considering 
its recommendations. In our view, they are sufficient to establish an effective 
resolution tool and deal with the challenges of resolution. We are concerned that 
other structural reforms proposed add little value to effective resolution, but might 
come at a high cost or even lead to counterproductive unintended consequences.  

 
Compatibility 
 
 The Report notes that ‘various national structural reform proposals (including the 

Volcker Rule in the US and the Independent Commission on Banking (ICB) 
proposals in the UK) will, once implemented, have an impact on some EU banks' 
structures depending on their functional and geographic operations.’ As a global 



 

 
 

bank, headquartered in the UK, Barclays will be impacted by all of the different 
reform processes and places particular importance on their actual compatibility.  
 

 Barclays has always supported the principle of the Volcker Rule as originally 
conceived. Our issue, which we are not alone in sharing, is that the Rule has raised 
innumerable and potentially unnecessary implementation issues.  

 
 The ICB proposes a retail ring fence that would separate certain vital banking 

services such as retail banking and deposits from wholesale and investment 
banking services. The details of the implementation are still being developed, but 
the proposed changes could increase funding costs, and therefore costs to 
customers; they could also restrict a bank’s ability to save the core retail divisions in 
the event of failure. We do not believe it will substantially improve resolvability. 
 

 The ICB supported establishing operational subsidiaries as separate, properly 
capitalised, companies for key functions, ensuring that the core services will remain 
solvent in the event of a failure. Nothing appears to have emerged post the 
publication of their report to alter this view. 
 

 The UK government is advancing its implementation of the ICB proposals and has 
recently published its draft Banking Reform Bill. We believe that the structural 
recommendation made by the HLEG could be, in principle, consistent with the 
approach that is being taken in the United Kingdom.  

 
 The Report provides no detail, however, on how the HLEG views this compatibility 

working. Barclays view is that “fully compatible” implies that the determination of 
what is in the ring-fence and what is out is aligned such that it is feasible for banks 
to pursue a structure with a minimum of two units. 

 
 If compatibility means, however, that the ICB and HLEG approaches are simply not 

in contradiction to each other, then we have a significant concern. This could imply 
a dual focus on the ‘protection’ of core retail activities (the ICB approach) along 
with the ‘isolation’ of perceived risky trading activities (the HLEG approach), with 
considerable uncertainty over the remaining elements of a bank’s services and the 
operations that provide services to the bank irrespective of business line. The 
implementation of this could, if not carefully crafted during any legislative process, 
in effect create three banks – the retail, the trading, and then the bits of the 
business that lie in between. This would not be a favourable outcome for our 
clients and customers. 

 
 In a speech1 at the Centre of European Policy Studies (CEPS) in Brussels, Governor 

Liikanen suggested that the trading entity could engage in all banking activities 
except the supply of retail payment services and the provision of insured deposits. 
For instance, the trading entity would be allowed to make loans and loan 
commitments to its customers. It would be imperative for the European 
Commission, if legislation is pursued, to reinforce the same clarity very early in the 
process. The UK’s experience illustrates the damaging effect on confidence that an 
announcement of a ring-fence without clarity can have. 

                                                 
1 http://www.ceps.eu/files/events/2012/10/SpeechGovLiikanen23102012.pdf 



 

 
 

 
 While this does have the potential to increase the compatibility between the ICB 

and Liikanen, there are still very many questions that remain. For example, the 
reference to retail payments would require splitting – and to a large extent 
duplicating – payment functions within a bank with no incremental benefits to 
stability. Retail payment processes are the mechanism though which deposits are 
accessed and utilised rather than a system of safeguarding those deposits. 

 
 We note that, in the same speech at CEPS, Governor Liikanen noted that the HLEG’s 

proposals make ‘deposit banks somewhat narrower than the definition under the 
Volcker Rule in the United States’ but ‘somewhat broader than under the UK’s 
Independent Commission on Banking (ICB) proposal’. This appears to be in 
contradiction to the statement earlier in the same speech that the trading entity 
can engage in all banking activities except the supply of retail payment services and 
the provision of insured deposits, which would appear genuinely compatible with 
the ICB. 

 
 Given these questions, Barclays does not presume that the two sets of proposals 

are in fact compatible. Compatibility will, in practice, rest on decisions made in the 
two different regimes about how to treat the businesses that lie in between the 
prescribed (i.e., in or out) elements of the ICB and the HLEG approaches. Should 
legislation be pursued, certainty should be pursued as early as possible. 

 
 The HLEG also proposes that the trading entity may need additional capital to 

support its perceived more “risky activities” reversing the capital proposals within 
the ICB. We elaborate on our views on capital in section 5 of this response. 
 

 The additional capital charges and the expected increase in funding costs will have 
a demonstrable impact on bank profitability and lending capacity. Barclays has 
estimated that the total cost of ICB implementation is in the range of £1-2bn, with 
funding costs making up the majority of that. While it is too early, and there is 
insufficient detail, to make a very accurate estimate of the cost of implementing the 
Liikanen Group’s recommendations, a conservative view would be to multiply the 
ICB costs by 1.5x. 

  



 

 
 

 
3. Additional separation of activities conditional on the recovery and resolution 

plan 
 
 Barclays supports the HLEG’s reinforcement of the need for banks to draw up and 

maintain effective and realistic recovery and resolution plans (RRPs). We are 
supportive of the European Commission proposal for a Recovery and Resolution 
Directive (RRD), including the proposals on RRPs. We believe recovery plans are 
important for helping a bank and its regulators consider how it could deal with 
severe financial stress, by developing a menu of possible recovery actions, and we 
believe resolution planning by banks and resolution authorities is essential for 
developing a resolution strategy which is credible and feasible, and removes 
potential impediments ahead of time. 

 
 There are elements of the RRD proposal, particularly in relation to bail-in, that we 

believe could benefit from further analysis. For example, we support a wide scope 
for bail-inable liabilities, unrestricted by a maturity cut-off – see section 4 for our 
comments on bail-in. 

 
 In one area, we have concerns about the direction of travel of the RRD negotiation 

process. We do not support the Government Intervention tools (temporary public 
ownership, capital injections and liability guarantees) proposed by the European 
Parliament rapporteur2. This seems inconsistent with ending Too-Big-To-Fail and 
government bail-outs and also runs against the FSB objectives of an effective 
resolution regime3. We acknowledge that governments can always deploy such 
tools if needed in a systemic crisis, but think that including them explicitly within 
the suite of RRD resolution tools would send the wrong message. 

 
 Barclays believes that there is a need for resolution authorities, in consultation with 

banks, to develop a top-down resolution strategy; in addition to the ‘bottom-up’ 
resolution analysis contained in RRPs. (The bottom-up analysis covers things like 
how to preserve or separate critical economic functions and significant legal 
entities.) For Barclays, we believe a top-down strategy would likely involve bail-in to 
stabilise and recapitalise the bank, followed by a restructuring phase (where the 
‘bottom-up’ resolution analysis would have the greatest utility). 

 
 Barclays acknowledges the HLEG proposal that the resolution authority should 

request wider separation than considered in the ring-fencing of trading activities, if 
this is deemed necessary to ensure resolvability and operational continuity of 
critical functions. 

 
 We further note that Barclays agrees with the HLEG’s view that it is essential to 

ensure the operational continuity of a bank’s IT/payments and other critical 
services in resolution. In our view, an operational subsidiary, structured as a 
separate legal entity that holds a bank’s infrastructure will significantly enhance 
resolvability as explained in the paper submitted to the HLEG in April this year4.  

                                                 
2 Gunnar Hokmark, working document 11/10/2012, Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs 
3 Key Attributes of Effective Resolution Regimes for Financial Institutions, FSB, October 2011 
4 Operational subsidiarisation, briefing paper for the Liikanen High-Level Group, 30 April 2012 



 

 
 

 
 Barclays welcomes the HLEG support of the role of the EBA in ensuring that RRPs 

and the resolvability assessments are applied consistently across Member States, 
however we also bring to the HLEG’s attention that this he EBA would not have 
legal jurisdiction over third countries so there is still work to be done to address 
home-host country co-operation on resolution proceedings.  

 
  



 

 
 

 
4. Bail-in Instruments 
 
 We welcome the HLEG’s strong support for the use of bail-in instruments within 

the scope of the RRD, as they improve the loss-absorbency of a bank in resolution. 
 

 We disagree, however, with the HLEG opinion that the bail-in requirement ought to 
be applied explicitly to a certain category of debt instruments.  

 
 We support a statutory bail-in regime for all scoped in liabilities with a sensible 

grace period of application. 
 
 In our view a flexible, statutory bail-in power with clearly defined rules of scope and 

application will give the market the clarity required to price risk. We believe that any 
further clarity required can be achieved via the exclusion of certain debt classes. 

 
 The market’s ability to price risk will be impacted most when the bail-in ranking 

differs from the insolvency ranking. As such, a broad bail-in power that closely 
resembles the insolvency hierarchy of claims will have the least impact on the 
capacity to accurately price risk. 

 
 Barclays believes that the following liabilities should be excluded from the scope of 

a bail-in: 
o Secured liabilities 
o Derivative contracts 
o Covered deposits 
o Liabilities arising from holding client assets/ fiduciary relationships; and 
o Listed liabilities to: employees (including pensions), commercial and trade 

creditors, tax and social security. 
 
 Except with respect to insured deposits, we do not believe that short term liabilities 

should be excluded from bail-in. Regulations already require banks to hold 
significant liquid assets to cover short term liability outflows in an idiosyncratic and 
market-wide stress. Excluding these liabilities from scope incentivises liability 
duration compression, which would simply result in an increase in the acquisition 
of short term liquid assets to protect against the outflow instead of using the cash 
for investment in the business. In addition, we do not think that it is likely that 
scoping out short term liabilities would have a meaningful positive impact of their 
‘stickiness’ as a bank moves towards resolution. 

 
 The exclusion of derivative contracts from the bail in is critical. 

o Derivatives are executor contracts until closed out; before this time, the 
exposure can move between asset and liability sides of a firm’s balance sheet. 

o Triggering a close out (and therefore crystallising a net claim that could be 
‘bailed-in’) would result in a disorderly work out of the kind that the resolution 
tools are designed to minimise. 

o Will take time to value and manage an orderly wind down of derivative 
positions (highly challenging to achieve in a resolution weekend) 



 

 
 

o There are contractual mechanisms for triggering a close out and calculating net 
collateral position, and these would require complete overhaul. 

o If firms are unable to obtain clean legal netting opinions (given the potential 
bail-in risk), then firms will be unable to report net Basel capital requirements 
against these positions, resulting in a significant gross up of counterparty risk 
across the sector. 

 
 In noting its preference that bail-in instruments should not be held within the 

banking sector, the HLEG is right to raise the issue of interconnectedness within the 
banking system. Contagion of some sort seems likely especially in the event of 
failure of a large bank, whatever resolution strategy is adopted. 

 
 We believe bail-in will imply no more contagion than other resolution tools, and 

probably less, given the same Point of Non-Viability trigger is used, with a lower 
loss-given default for unsecured creditors (versus administration), by avoiding a 
fire sale of assets and potentially large legal costs. 
 

 Whilst we believe it may be appropriate to have regulatory disincentives from 
cross-holdings of bank debt we do not think there should be an absolute 
prohibition on such holdings. Indeed, we see value in banks holding other banks 
debt and are of the view that senior bank debt can have a genuine place in forming 
a modest part of a banks’ balanced liquidity portfolio, and the interbank market has 
an important role in underpinning liquidity in the banking system.  

 
 Since the crisis, the trend among regulators has been to penalise inter-bank 

holdings of debt (in particular holdings of other banks’ capital instruments), and 
there are now various regulatory initiatives which have helped to mitigate 
contagion risk. 

 
 In particular, enhanced capital and liquidity standards have made banks’ balance 

sheets more resilient in the face of the failure of one of their counterparties, and 
Basel III will remove incentives associated with interbank exposures and financial 
sector-interconnectedness. For example, increases to the asset-value correlation 
factor for financial institutions in AIRB ratings methodology; the Liquidity Coverage 
Ratio which discourages banks from relying on short-term inter-bank liabilities; and 
the Net Stable Funding Ratio which discourages banks from holding other bank 
debt, by applying lower factors to such funding. Finally, there are also various 
transparency initiatives already implemented (e.g. Pillar 3 reporting), or in train, 
aimed at enhancing disclosure on this issue. 

 
  



 

 
 

 
5. Capital Requirements. 
 
Trading book capital charges 
 
Non-risk based capital buffer 
 
 We strongly oppose the proposal to include a non-risk based capital buffer 

requirement for all trading book assets in addition to the risk based requirements 
on the grounds that it is unnecessary. The Basel Committee’s work on the 
fundamental review of trading book should be sufficient to address capital 
requirements for the trading book. The consultation indicates that the rationale for 
such a buffer is to: 
 Reduce the probability of failure owing to major trading losses.  
 Limit incentives to develop excessive trading activity. 
 Cap the increased loss absorbency in case of failure. 
 Address market and operational risks arising from complex market activities 

not fully covered by model-based capital requirements. 
 Address the systemic risks arising from major trading activities. 

 
 While we agree that capital buffers can be used as a tool to minimise the 

probability of failure of a firm, the Basel Committee’s fundamental review of the 
trading book aims to produce requirements that will reduce that risk of failure to an 
acceptable level. It will never be possible to insulate a firm from all tail risks, and a 
regulatory consensus has been established that after a certain point additional 
capital requirements have reduced effectiveness. Further, since the majority of 
trading books are driven by client activity, there is the potential for an adverse 
impact on the real economy if overly prudent capital requirements are imposed. 

 
 It is not clear what the HLEG regards as excessive trading activity, or why any 

particular issues would arise from such an excess, but there are already measures 
within the regulatory framework to provide incentives for firms to appropriately 
manage their activities, including size. Regulatory capital requirements will 
themselves provide a limit on activity, as will the leverage ratio and large exposures 
requirements. Further, as the report notes, an increasing focus on internal 
governance will help to ensure that risk levels are appropriately managed. 

 
 All models, including the prudential framework as a whole, have risks that are not 

fully addressed because of the need to make simplifying assumptions. The CRD 
already has tools to address this in the form of use of conservative assumptions in 
models, multipliers and Pillar 2 capital requirements. 

 
 Systemic risk buffers and capital requirements for systemically important banks 

are, at the time of writing, still being negotiated in CRD IV, and the Basel 
Committee’s approach to systemic risk in its rules on Global and Domestic 
systemically important banks includes trading activities as part of the assessment 
process to determine whether buffers are necessary. As a result there is no need for 
an additional buffer specifically for the trading book. 



 

 
 

 
 As a result of the above, we do not believe it is necessary to include an additional 

non-risk based capital buffer for trading activities. 
 
Floor on trading book capital requirements 
 
 We think that the proposal to introduce a capital floor for trading activities is 

inappropriate and, as recommended in our response to the Basel Committee, 
suggest that a blended approach to models and standardised approaches is taken.  
 

 If appropriately calibrated, the fundamental review of the trading book should 
result in a framework that requires sufficient capital on a modelled basis for the 
risks being run. While back-stop measures have their place, it is not clear that such 
approaches will necessarily set appropriate incentives for risk management. For 
example we have found that the standardised approach floor to the 
Comprehensive Risk Measure for correlation trading can lead to the modelled 
approach being ignored and business incentives being driven by the standardised 
regulatory capital measure.  

 
 The Basel consultation on the fundamental review of the trading book proposed 

that the standardised measurement should be mandatory for all firms. However, 
we believe that regulatory objectives can be better met by taking a blended view of 
modelled and standardised approaches. We recommend that the blend focus 
primarily on the modelled output, but if back testing results deteriorate or other 
issues arise that cause the model to no longer adequately capitalise the risks, that 
standardised outputs would play an increasing role in the capital requirements. 
Such an approach avoids cliff effects of a floor and retains the information content 
of both models and standardised approaches.  

 
Greater harmonisation of the treatment of risks under the IRB approach 
 
 We agree that it is important for investors and market counterparties to have 

confidence in the risk weighting framework. We are pleased to note that the report 
does not suggest that there should be a move away from models, as we continue 
to believe that risk sensitivity in the capital framework is important. We think that it 
is important that the Basel Committee and European Banking Authority complete 
their work in this area and, where appropriate, introduce internationally agreed 
measures to address unwarranted divergences of approach. We also think that 
supervisory convergence of approach, with the introduction of the single rule book 
and closer co-operation between supervisors, as well as disclosure, have an 
important role to play in rebuilding confidence in risk weightings. 
 

 There are various potential reasons for divergences between banks and it is 
important to recognise that they are not all inappropriate. Risk profile will have a 
significant bearing on the risk experience of firms and, therefore, on the resultant 
probabilities of default, losses given default and exposure at default. It is entirely 
appropriate, for example, that risk weightings for a bank that focuses on high 
quality prime mortgages are lower than those who specialise in a riskier sector of 
the mortgage market. 



 

 
 

 
 Differences in practices may also result in appropriate divergences. For example 

there is optionality built into the IRB framework that will have a bearing on 
outcomes. Differences in interpretation may also be appropriate where these result 
from the operation of local markets. As yet, however, the relative importance of the 
drivers of divergence has yet to be established and, therefore, it is vital that 
regulators continue their work and engage with the industry on potential measures 
to address particular drivers. 

 
 Barclays has been actively engaged in this issue and has contributed to the two 

regulatory work streams as well as to the European Banking Federation’s study on 
RWA comparability in the European mortgage market. 

 
Further measures relating to the treatment of real estate lending 
 
 The EBF led EU study of Residential Mortgages Risk Weights, highlighted that 

differences in risk weights arise from a number of fundamental factors. 
 

1. Market structure and state attitude toward home ownership: The mortgage 
market, customer base and the attitude to home ownership are different from 
one member state to another. In addition, differences also arise within 
individual member states, for example, between rural and town home 
ownership).  
 

2. Differences in Supervisory prescription on rule interpretation: As noted by 
the HLEG where supervisory practice is to develop strict rules and guidance, 
variability is reduced. However, differences will still arise at the individual firm 
level and at the level of individual portfolios to reflect supervisory and firm 
experience. The EBF study highlighted a number of areas where such 
differences arise. For example: 
(a) The approach to downturn LGD - The UK regulatory guidance toward 

setting downturn LGD for the mortgage market is based on the loss 
experience in the early 1990s to reflect the level of stress that existed then.  

(b) The treatment of customers in forbearance, (i.e. where the bank has offered 
a (temporary) amendment to the terms and conditions of a mortgage due 
to payment difficulties by the customer).  In the UK these are treated as 
default, whereas in other member states they are accepted as non-default 
alterations.  
 

3. Using the three Pillars of the Basel Accord: Pillar 3 disclosures do not capture 
any pillar 2 effects and yet it is standard practice in some member states to 
apply Pillar 2 capital add-ons where the pillar 1 result is unable to capture the 
full intent of the IRB framework. A greater consistency of application at the EU 
level will be helpful.  
 

4. Data and modelling approaches: Firms’ access to, and use of, data and models 
is different and cover different peaks and troughs in the economic cycle. 
Enhanced disclosure can help assist understanding, but tighter and clearer 
regulatory standards are needed to achieve consistency and comparability. 



 

 
 

 
5. Use of floors. Our experience suggests that the introduction of floors that have 

a limited relationship to the actual loss profile of a firm’s operations create 
distortions and influence the availability of credit. The Commission proposal to 
amend the definition of default within the CRD to 90 days (rather than the 
existing discretion to allow up to 180 days) would increase this divergence still 
further. Given the potential impact on the cost of credit to mortgage borrowers 
and the fragility of economic growth, we caution against ‘one size fits all’ 
introduction or increases in floors. 

 
Interaction with the macro-prudential framework 
 

1. The use of macro-prudential tools is still at a very early stage and we highlight 
the need for caution in their introduction as their impacts are relatively 
untested. We therefore recommend that focus, initially, should be on the use of 
the counter-cyclical buffer rather than tools such as LTV or LTI caps.  We note 
that international agreement has yet to be established on the appropriate 
regulatory toolkit. In the UK, for example, the HM Treasury consultation on the 
tools to be included within the Financial Services Bill proposes variable capital 
requirements that may be targeted at LTV or LTI levels rather than imposing a 
cap. It is vital, therefore, that any tools are agreed in the context of the 
international environment. 
 

2. We would also bring the Commission’s attention to the work that the FSA has 
undertaken on the residential mortgage market over the last few years from a 
consumer protection perspective. Interestingly the FSA found that the 
correlation between payment problems/default and LTI levels was not strong. It 
also acknowledged the potential impacts of caps on LTV and LTI on first time 
buyers, whose default levels tend to be lower than average. As a result the FSA 
concluded that it would not impose caps on these measures, but focus more 
strongly on affordability, including the implications of stresses to the borrower’s 
situation at the point of application. We, therefore, think that caps are not 
necessarily the most appropriate way forward and that conduct of business 
rules can also play an important role in minimising losses.  
 

3. We strongly believe that the macro-prudential framework should be enacted 
with caution, given the relatively untested nature of tools under consideration. 
We think the initial focus should be on the use of the counter-cyclical buffer. 
We do not think that the introduction of, or increases to existing, floors is 
necessarily appropriate.   
 

4. More generally, we think that effective macro-prudential regulation needs to 
appropriately recognise the linkage to resolvability; tools should be predictable 
in their application, and capable of being reversed as economic circumstances 
warrant. 
 
 

 
 



 

 
 

Sufficiency of the leverage ratio 
 
 We believe that there are already sufficient provisions within the proposed CRD IV 

to consider the appropriateness of the leverage ratio. We think that the monitoring 
period is of vital importance in determining the appropriateness of the exposure 
and capital measures and whether a hard requirement is desirable. Backstop 
measures, such as the leverage ratio, have a place in the regulatory framework, but 
should not be the primary focus given their inability to distinguish between 
different business models, risk appetites and the quality of governance. 

 
Adequacy of the large exposures limits for inter-institution and intra-group 
exposures 
 
Inter-institution exposures 
 
 In the context of the proposals to ring-fence, it is unclear as to what tighter inter-

institution limits (which would also apply to exposures to external institutions) 
would achieve. As established during the Large Exposures Review, tighter inter-
institution limits are likely to disproportionately impact smaller banks. Such an 
approach will also serve to provide an additional barrier to entry to new and niche 
institutions. From a large institution perspective, as noted in inputs into the large 
exposures review, there is still considerable merit in increased focus on internal risk 
appetite and limit setting, monitoring and controls over breaches. Finally, we note 
that inter-connectedness between institutions will be taken into account in 
determining the systemic status of a bank and that reporting requirements 
proposed to pick up the top 50 counterparty and funding providers will provide 
regulators and supervisors with more insight into the interconnectedness of 
financial participants. 

 
Intra-group exposures 
 
 More convergence of the treatment of intra-group exposures for large exposures 

purposes across the EU is desirable. We would welcome the opportunity to engage 
with the Commission on this issue. 

 
 Currently, and as drafted in current CRD IV text, intra-group exposures are subject 

to the 25% limit. However, competent authorities may decide to exempt them in 
part or in full. As a result there is a divergence of practice across the EU. The UK, for 
example, has partially taken up this exemption with its Core and Non Core regime, 
while other jurisdictions, such as France5, have adopted the exemption fully. This 
divergence of treatment creates competitive distortions between member states. 

 
 As regards any future proposals in this area, we think it is vital that banks continue 

to be able to risk manage their businesses appropriately (which would include the 
use of intra-group transactions to move risks to the most appropriate functions). 
However, we recognise the need to balance that with prudential considerations. 

                                                 
5 Source: EBA supervisory disclosures. The EBA supervisory disclosures are incomplete for this 
Article. 



 

 
 

The proposed introduction of ring-fencing adds further complexity to these 
considerations. 

 
 We note the draft CRD IV text already includes review and report provisions in this 

area, but recommend that a holistic approach is taken, incorporating both capital 
requirements and large exposures requirements. 

  



 

 
 

 
6. Corporate governance reforms 
 
Strengthen boards and management 
 
 We note the HLEG’s specific recommendation that fit-and-proper tests should be 

applied when evaluating the suitability of management and board candidates. We 
understand and are supportive of the supervisor’s need to ensure appropriate 
Directors are appointed and would point to the UK FSA’s approach as good 
practice. It applies fit-and-proper tests to significant influence functions, which 
includes Director Roles. 
 

 However, we have raised concerns around the potential impact on appointment 
timetables of a more intrusive approach to fit-and-proper tests and would highlight 
the need to ensure that supervisors are adequately and appropriately resourced to 
review and approve proposed candidates in a timely manner. In addition we also 
have concerns at the degree of subjectivity that supervisors may apply to their 
assessment of the individual qualities of potential Directors. The unintended 
consequence could be that becoming a non executive Director of a financial 
services company is no longer an attractive proposition, at a time when companies 
need strong potential candidates.  

 
 It is also of critical importance that, when assessing potential Directors, supervisors 

have regard to the benefits of diversity of skills and experience and do not expect 
all Directors to have the same qualities and that potential appointments are not 
viewed in isolation, but are considered in the context of the Board as a whole. The 
UK approach may be instructive - the FSA has clarified that, except in rare 
circumstances, it will not interview non-executive Directors unless they intend to 
occupy senior non-executive roles; that it does not expect all non-executive 
Directors to be technical experts in financial services; and that it does not expect 
every member of the board to have the same degree of technical knowledge. We 
welcome this approach. 

 
Promote the risk management function 
 
 Central to the HLEG recommendations is the call to promote and strengthen firms 

risk management. We fully support this recommendation. Effective risk 
management – and the associated governance and control framework – is required 
irrespective of firm size, structure, or business model. However, as with other 
aspects of the regulatory framework, it is often unclear what “good” looks like, and 
the rules create a negative incentive rather than a positive incentive to achieve 
higher standards. We would advocate the development of a positive framework – 
with clearer minimum standards and thresholds, with appropriate cautions built in 
to reflect that there is no one size fits all approach. Flexibility as to final shape and 
design should remain firm specific. 

 
 In the same way, we do not support the proposal for full parallel risk reporting by 

the risk and control functions at the same level as the CRO to Risk and Audit 
Committees. There is a risk that these Committees would become process 



 

 
 

orientated and lose focus on the material risks that they seek to mitigate. We 
believe an effective risk management framework is one where the risks are 
managed at all levels, but with timely and effective controls and oversight such that 
each level focuses on the risks it is best able to control and manage. Significantly, a 
forward looking, risk based approach is being developed in the UK, under the twin 
peaks style of supervision, which will seek to focus on the material risks being run 
by firm that may impact on the viability of the firm, customer treatment and overall 
financial stability,   

 
Compensation 
 
 We are supportive of the objectives of improving alignment of remuneration 

structures with long term bank performance and risk management. We agree that 
bail-in instruments might play a role in achieving these objectives but (as the Group 
says) that this issue needs further detailed study.  

 
 There are a number of uncertainties associated with the wider proposals to require 

Banks to issue bail-inable debt securities. One issue relevant to proposals to use 
them as a remuneration tool is the fact that the mature legal and administrative 
structures which exist to facilitate individual (including employee) holdings of 
shares do not currently exist readily to enable individual holdings of such bail-
inable bonds.  

 
 The Group’s report discusses “alignment” extensively, but not always consistently 

or clearly. A great deal of firms’ and regulators’ work has been focused on 
alignment with shareholders, and It is not clear that management incentives based 
on bail-in instruments will necessarily be better “aligned” with long term bank 
performance than those based on deferred entitlement to shares where those 
entitlements are subject to increasingly long term deferral periods, risk-adjustment 
and clawback provisions. The use of bail-in instruments (or equivalent) as 
remuneration has previously been explicitly opposed by some shareholder groups. 

 
 Detailed consideration should be given to potentially conflicting regulatory 

requirements which may arise from prescribing the use of both shares and bail-in 
instruments as forms of variable remuneration. 

 
 We are not in favour of a cap on the ratio of variable to fixed remuneration, which 

would be likely to increase fixed costs and reduce the bank’s ability to manage 
costs dynamically and respond to stress scenarios through effective management 
of the variable incentive pool.  

 
 A cap of this kind could, in practice, unwind much of the work done by banks and 

regulators over recent years to develop risk adjustment processes based on 
variable remuneration. In simple terms it will be much more difficult to “risk adjust” 
fixed compensation. Such a cap would, therefore, potentially reduce the alignment 
of employees’ interests with those of the bank’s long term interests because the 
ability to risk-adjust or clawback non-vested deferred variable remuneration would 
be limited to the capped amount(s). 

 



 

 
 

 We think the comments of the Group about the potential for a cap of this kind to 
encourage highly-skilled members of staff into roles within risk management 
functions is theoretical, and we do not accept the implication that current risk 
management staffs are poorly skilled. 

 
 An absolute cap on “bonuses” (which we read as synonymous with variable 

remuneration) would have similar potential consequences to a cap on variable-to-
fixed remuneration ratios. Upward pressure would be exerted on the bank’s fixed 
costs rendering it more likely to suffer losses when / if revenues drop. 

 
 Remuneration decisions are a matter for careful judgment and balancing of 

different and sometimes competing interests as between employees, shareholders 
(for whom, of course, returns are an important matter), regulators and other 
investors. We are committed to engagement and discussion with all of these 
parties in reaching careful, robust decisions on remuneration, and oppose a 
prescriptive approach based on a formal cap / ratio. 

 
 The correlation between dividends and remuneration decisions will vary between 

businesses and within individual firms from time to time, and a prescriptive 
requirement for a mandatory correlation is undesirable. A consequence of such a 
cap could be to drive up dividend payments thus encouraging under-investment in 
the business and threatening capital retention. 

 
Improve risk disclosure 
 
 We support enhanced disclosure as an appropriate and effective way to 

demonstrate the risk profile and approach adopted by firms. This will help restore 
confidence in the safety and soundness of firms’ operations.  
 

 Greater consistency and disclosure will ultimately improve transparency, increase 
awareness and contribute to market confidence and financial stability being 
restored. It is interesting to note that there is considerable variability in this regard, 
and as such we support the initiatives toward enhanced disclosure, which should 
include quantitative and qualitative features to cover areas such as (a) structure; 
(b) scope of operations; (c) risk appetite; and (d) some of the lower levels aspects 
of the crisis management framework.  

 
  



 

 
 

 
Annex 1 – Implicit guarantee 
 

 At the centre of the policy challenge is credibly and definitively eliminating the 
risk that taxpayers might have to step in should a bank fail and, thereby, 
remove any perception of a public guarantee for banks. This perception of a 
guarantee is often equated to a “subsidy” to the financial sector because it 
could prompt those who provide wholesale funds to banks to misprice the risk 
of their investment, lowering the cost of those funds for banks. 
 

 Barclays agrees entirely that the perception of implied government support 
must be removed. 

 
 Firstly, it is clear that any reduction in bank funding costs is due to a market 

perception rather than to any actual direct cost to the public purse or taxpayer. 
In that way, the so-called “subsidy” is at most a contingent liability in the case 
of a crisis (and we note that the actual cost of the last financial crisis to the 
taxpayer has still to be determined, even though the UK taxpayer was asked to 
provide substantial funds to bail out two failed institutions). 

 
 Second, it is unclear whether this contingent liability and the perception of the 

existence of a public guarantee consistently leads to lower funding cost – 
market data is at best inconclusive. Further, to the extent that all banks have 
reduced funding costs due to this perception, the benefits are largely passed on 
to consumers through effective competition. 

 
 Third, the tenuous link between this contingent liability and funding costs 

makes quantifying a “subsidy” to any worthwhile degree of accuracy nearly 
impossible. Several studies – some using the so-called „support notches‟ that 
some CRAs attribute to bank ratings as a means to estimate the funding cost 
benefit – come to wide ranging results that are highly sensitive to the 
assumptions made rather than the observable facts. The factors that drive the 
level of funding costs for any individual institution are multiple and varied, so 
the ability to isolate one factor and quantify its role in setting overall funding 
costs is virtually impossible. Also, the market has already begun to re-price 
bank debt to take account of reforms that have been enacted or are pending 
and that reduce the likelihood of the Government having to rescue a bank in 
the future. Put differently, perceptions have already changed, so it is very 
difficult to take a view at a point in time and ascribe a value to that. 

 
 Barclays’ analysis also suggests that the market’s perception does not 

distinguish materially by size or business model (for instance, Barclays has a 
three notch support rating uplift from Moody’s, whereas Nationwide has a four 
notch uplift). 

 
 Assessments of the tangible benefit of this contingent liability also make no 

attempt to off-set credits that flow the other way, e.g., the Bonus Tax, Bank 
Levy and other forms of taxation and the costs of regulation (such as the cost 
of the £160bn of liquid assets that Barclays now carries as a buffer) and 
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